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trucks  |  accessibility

climbing Into Bed
Ideas for easy access when loadIng cargo

ford
Ford came up with a great solution to solve this 

problem. Called the Tailgate Step, it was first 
introduced on the 2008 F-Series Super Duty, and 
now it’s widely available across Ford’s truck line-
up.

Made of high-strength steel, this step is inte-
grated into the tailgate and can be extended to 
offer an easier step up into the truck bed. It also 
has grab handles that help make the climb easier.

cheVy and gMc
Starting with their new 2014 models, Chevrolet 

and GMC have an even simpler solution. The 
redesigned trucks have a step carved out of the 
corners of the rear bumper.

It’s amazing that truck makers haven’t done 
this before. The notched corners have rubberized 
bottoms to keep you from slipping, making it 
easy to get a footing and lift yourself up into the 
bed.

raM
For 2013, the Ram 1500 makes loading cargo 

easier with a simple solution: central power lock-
ing via a remote control.

The truck’s keyless entry system will unlock the 
doors just like usual. In addition, though, it also 
activates the power locks in the tailgate and 
optional RamBox storage system, so you can lock 
or unlock all the cargo storage places with just 
one click.

People who buy 
trucks choose 
them for a reason: 

they have to haul stuff.
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Trucks are built to carry things in the bed first and foremost. They’re engineered entirely for 
that reason, especially around the rear suspension, where they have to be high enough and 
tough enough to carry incredibly heavy payloads. Four-wheel-drive trucks also have to ride high 
off the ground for good off-road clearance.

Unfortunately, the same traits that make trucks such good workhorses also make it tough to 
climb way up, high off the ground, into the truck’s bed.

Here are some solutions from the big three truck makers.



trucks  |  fuel consumption

efficiency and Power
new PIckuPs gettIng great gas MIleage, caPaBIlIty

Horsepower ratings are soaring through the roof these days, but 
fuel consumption simply isn’t. The automakers are pouring all 
their engineering talent into producing more power from less gas-
oline or diesel fuel.

Here are two big ways they’re doing it.

turBochargers
Ford made a big impression in the market with its turbocharged 

EcoBoost engine in the F-150.
By fitting a turbocharger to a V6 engine, Ford has effectively dis-

pelled the notion that six-cylinder trucks are less capable than a 
“real,” V8-powered truck. 

The EcoBoost system offers the good fuel economy of a V6 along 
with towing and acceleration performance more commonly asso-
ciated with V8s. It’s basically like driving a V8 engine with better 
gas mileage.

Other manufacturers offer turbocharged diesel engines that get 
impressive mileage for long-haul towing. And they’re reported to 
be working on turbocharged gasoline engines of their own for the 
future after seeing Ford’s sales success with EcoBoost.

cylInder deactIVatIon
Another innovation is actually not so new: cylinder deactivation.
General Motors pioneered this concept decades ago, although 

early engineering glitches derailed it for a time. The idea is to only 
fire all eight cylinders of a V8 engine when they’re needed — say, 
under heavy acceleration or when towing big loads of cargo — and 
running on four or six cylinders the rest of the time.

This concept makes sense. Realistically, when a truck is simply 
maintaining its speed and cruising down the highway, a four-cyl-
inder engine would be perfectly adequate. It’s just passing and 
accelerating where the V8 power really comes into play.

By deactivating cylinders when their power isn’t necessary, 
today’s newest engines can often act like a four-cylinder, six-cylin-
der or eight-cylinder powerplant depending on the conditions at 
any given moment, which can really help their fuel efficiency.

One of the most amazing things about today’s trucks isn’t 
just how powerful they are, but how much power they 
make from a small amount of fuel.
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trucks  |  traction

have some four-thought

consIder whether you need four-wheel drIVe

The idea of driving through a mud bog, traversing 
untamed farmland or driving on snowy roads when 
everyone else is stuck at home is appealing. And if 
not for the go-anywhere capability of four-wheel 
drive, America would be a far different place.

If you’re thinking about getting a truck that sends 
power to just the rear wheels or all four, here are 
some things to weigh.

fuel econoMy
Over the long haul, perhaps the biggest differ-

ence between four-wheel and two-wheel drive is 
how much fuel they use.

You should look up the fuel economy ratings on 
FuelEconomy.gov, which is the federal govern-
ment’s official website for posting EPA figures. 
Compare the exact drivetrain combinations you’re 
considering to see how they stack up.

Pay close attention to how different engine and 
transmission choices affect the fuel consumption. 
You may find that a 4x4 with a smaller V8 engine 
displacement gets similar mileage to a 4x2 with the 
monster V8.

resale Value
Another thing to consider is how much the truck 

will be worth when you sell it.
Four-wheel-drive trucks typically command 

higher prices on the resale market. While they do 
cost more up front, if you can offset this cost by 
selling it for a higher price in a few years, it may 
help you make up your mind.

Compare the residual values of different drive-
trains just like you do their fuel economy. If you can 
get a good price on a 4x4 diesel now, chances are it 
will be easier to sell down the road.

how you use It
Finally, you’ve got to consider how you really use 

the truck in everyday life.
For people who do lots of long-haul towing, the 

better fuel economy of rear-wheel drive can make a 
huge difference. But if you stay close to home, the 
difference between 4x4 and 4x2 fuel economy may 
not make much of a dent in your budget.

In the end, your truck has to do the job that’s 
required of it. That’s the bottom line.

There’s no disputing 
the fact that 4x4 
trucks are some of 

the most fun vehicles on 
the planet.
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trucks  |  powerplants

horsepower wars
trucks uPPIng the ante wIth engIne choIces

ford f-150
3.5l turbo V6: 365 hp, 420 lb.-ft.

3.7l V6: 302 hp, 278 lb.-ft.
5.0l V8: 360 hp, 380 lb.-ft.
6.2l V8: 411 hp, 434 lb.-ft.

cheVy sIlVerado/gMc sIerra
4.3l V6: 195 hp, 260 lb.-ft.
4.8l V8: 302 hp, 305 lb.-ft.
5.3l V8: 315 hp, 335 lb.-ft.
6.2l V8: 403 hp, 417 lb.-ft.

toyota tundra
4.0l V6: 270 hp, 278 lb.-ft.
4.6l V8: 310 hp, 327 lb.-ft.
5.7l V8: 381 hp, 401 lb.-ft.

raM 1500
3.6l V6: 305 hp, 269 lb.-ft.
4.7l V8: 310 hp, 330 lb.-ft.
5.7l V8: 395 hp, 407 lb.-ft.

nIssan tItan
5.6l V8: 317 hp, 385 lb.-ft.

If you like powerful 
engines, now is a great 
time to be a truck buyer.
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Pickup manufacturers have seen a string of 
years where they each try to up the ante with 
bigger, more powerful and more high-tech 
engines. That means today’s new trucks are 
more powerful and capable than ever before.

To be sure, trucks are about a lot more than 
raw horsepower numbers. Depending on how 

they’re geared and the strength of their suspen-
sion and chassis, having the most powerful 
engine doesn’t necessarily mean a truck can do 
the most work.

That said, here’s a look at the horsepower and 
torque specifications for the 2013 full-size, half-
ton trucks on the market today.



trucks  |  capability

choosing a trailer hitch
what to know when outfIttIng your truck for towIng

All it comes down to is having a firm 
understanding of your towing needs. 
This means not only evaluating the sit-
uation from the viewpoint of the truck 
but the trailer as well. 

Today’s trucks — including compact 
models — are built with the muscle to 
haul surprisingly heavy payloads. That 
means truck and SUV owners are more 
likely to find themselves needing a trail-
er hitch in one of the last three classes 
where weight distribution systems are 
available. 

To determine which class of trailer 
hitch to use, it will first be necessary to 
know your truck’s maximum towing 
capacity and tongue weight in addition 
to the weight of the load being pulled.

To illustrate:
A Class III trailer hitch is for trucks 

that can pull a maximum of 5,000 
pounds and have a tongue weight of up 
to 500 pounds.

A Class IV trailer hitch is for trucks 
that can pull a maximum of 10,000 
pounds and have a tongue weight of up 
to 1,200 pounds.

A Class V trailer hitch is for trucks 
that can pull a maximum of 17,000 
pounds and have a tongue weight of up 
to 1,700 pounds.

For extra heavy-duty towing, there 
is the fifth-wheel trailer hitch that 
handles up to 24,000 pounds and 
gooseneck hitches that handle up to 
30,000 pounds. Unlike traditional 
trailer hitches that attach to a vehicle’s 
rear chassis, these types of trailer 

hitches are mounted in the bed of a 
pickup truck in order to provide 
added stability and support.

Because there is a potential for disas-
ter for you and everyone on the road 
should something go wrong, it is imper-
ative to never use a substandard or 
improperly installed trailer hitch. 
Investing a good amount of money in a 
well-built, transferable hitch not only 
contributes to safety. It also means get-
ting your money’s worth in the long 
run. 

Nothing takes the intimidation out of 
towing a trailer behind a truck like 
selecting the right hitch for the job. 
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for safe towIng:
be sure to know your truck’s exact towing capacity. this information can be located 

in the vehicle owner’s manual or sometimes on a tag located just inside a truck’s driver 
side door. 

make sure tires are properly inflated and all lights and brakes are working on both 
your truck and the trailer.

only haul loads that have been properly balanced.
maintain a reasonable speed and avoid sudden stops.
take safety up a notch by installing back-up cameras or opting for a trailer hitch 

specifically designed to decrease trailer sway. 
when it comes time to move your car, boat or camper, it is paying attention to 

detail and safety that will get you moving down the road “without a hitch.”



trucks  |  technology

It’s an app Invasion
onlIne software enterIng the caBIn In today’s trucks

That includes today’s 
newest trucks.

Most 2013 pickups 
include technology that lets 
you connect your smart-
phone to play music and 
run special apps directly 
from a digital screen on the 
dash. Here’s a look at a few 
of the most popular in-car 
apps available today.

MusIc
One of the most widely 

available music apps is 
Pandora. Just like the 
Pandora available on the 
Web and on smartphones, 
the in-car version streams 
music that fits your musical 
taste.

For example, you could 
tell it to play Diana Ross, 
and Pandora would find 
songs by Diana Ross and 
other Motown singers with 
a similar sound. It’s a fun 
way to find sounds that you 
like and discover great 
music that you’d never 
heard before.

It works beautifully in a 
car for several reasons. It’s 
simple to use, making it 
easy to operate while driv-
ing. And it feels very famil-

iar, since most drivers are 
used to listening to music 
while on the road.

Another app that’s 
becoming available in vehi-
cles is iHeartRadio. It 
streams the same programs 

that are available over 
broadcast stations and lets 
you listen to radio pro-
gramming from across the 
nation, no matter where 
you’re driving.

serVIces
Some new in-car apps 

make finding entertain-
ment easier, too.

OpenTable is a popular 
service for securing reser-

vations at restaurants 
across the country, and it’s 
becoming available in 
many vehicles today. 
MovieTickets.com has an 
in-car app that lets you buy 
tickets and see movie list-
ings from the truck’s digital 
screen. 

Yelp is a service that lets 
users review restaurants 
and businesses, and it’s 
now available in some vehi-
cles. And Microsoft’s Bing 
search engine has an in-car 
version that’s being adopt-
ed.

Into the future
It’s important to remem-

ber that we’re in the early 
stages of a tech revolution 
happening in vehicle cab-
ins. Not all these apps are 
available in every truck.

Looking forward, though, 
not only are apps likely to 
become more popular in 
trucks, but the auto manu-
facturers are opening up 
their systems to developers 
who can create new and 
innovative apps that we 
couldn’t even imagine 
today.

One marketing phrase sums up today’s world: “There’s an app for that.” 
Thanks to the influx of smartphones and tablets — and in no small 
part due to Apple’s domination of tech trends — small but useful soft-

ware programs seem to be everywhere.
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finding the right look
add style and PerforMance wIth custoM wheels

Today, truck customization is more popular than ever. An 
entire industry has cropped up to make it easy to change the 
look of your vehicle.

Where can you get the most bang for your customizing 
buck? Most people would say it’s by installing custom wheels. 
Here are some things to consider before choosing new shoes 
for your pickup.

steel or alloy?
One of the biggest decisions you’ll have to make is whether 

you want steel or alloy wheels.
Steel wheels are typically the most durable because they’re 

tough and hard. If you’re outfitting a true work truck, you’ll 
want to stick with tried-and-true steel designs.

The downside of steel is that because it’s so hard, it’s also 
heavy and difficult to shape into interesting designs.

If you want the better road handling of lightweight wheels 
and a more custom design, your best bet will be choosing alloy 
wheels.

style Vs. PerforMance
The next decision is how to balance the style of a custom 

wheel with its driving performance. 
One great example of this is whether to choose huge rims 

with low-profile tires. There’s no disputing that it’s a popular 
look — lots of flashy chrome with a thin strip of rubber meet-
ing the road — but it’s also a look that can have a big, negative 
impact on your truck’s ride if you’re not careful. Low-profile 
tires don’t have thick sidewalls to absorb shock, so they tend 
to transmit more vibrations and sometimes road noise into 
the cabin.

Finding that magic tradeoff is the tough part. Wheels and 
tires can make a huge difference to your truck’s driving feel, so 
try to find wheels with a look that you love and an everyday 
driving experience you can live with.

As long as there have 
been trucks, there 
have been people  

trying to customize them.
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